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Alchemy Global Networks LLC partners with Armis to deliver visibility and automation services to 

combat cyber incidents while improving the ROI for customers across any existing IT solution. 

New Partnership Promises to Deliver Breakthrough Visibility and Automation Services 

Nicholasville, KY | September 13, 2022 - Leveraging Armis’ asset intelligence and task automation capabilities, 

Alchemy Global Networks LLC will deliver Alchemy Visibility and Automation Services (“AVA”). AVA is a 

powerful managed asset visibility and automation capability offered to our customers. AVA ensures every 

endpoint is accounted for, managed, and secured while driving down operational costs through intelligent task 

automation.  

“For us, the Armis partnership provides a best-of-breed solution to help our customers ensure visibility of every 

endpoint, which allows them to manage and secure endpoints effectively. Another benefit to this solution is a 

well-orchestrated unification of their existing systems and cyber management tools,” Donnie Moss, CEO of 

Alchemy Global Networks LLC, said. “Alchemy Visibility and Automation Service is a new methodology we are 

employing to fight the cyber incidents of today and the future. With Alchemy Global Networks and Armis, this 

approach is affordable and provides superior IT asset protection to any organization.” 

Through this new partnership, Alchemy 

Global Networks LLC and Armis, with AVA, 

will be able to reduce the gaps faced by 

traditional systems and security 

management solutions, improving their 

operational function. 

"Achieving and sustaining total asset 

visibility is optimized when organizations 

can work with partners who map advanced 

technologies to business requirements using 

a proven, repeatable total lifecycle approach,” said David Creed, VP of Worldwide Service Providers, Armis. 

“Alchemy Global Networks’ methodology has served many public and private sector entities for many years, 

and Armis is excited to have Alchemy Global Networks as a member of our APEX Managed Partner ecosystem."  

AVA takes a new approach to delivering value to IT services by following a simple principle: every IT service 

will benefit from superior asset intelligence and/or task automation. AVA provides a unique way to benefit any 

one or all of a customer’s IT services and improves efficient and effective operations. 



 

 

About Alchemy Global Networks LLC 

Alchemy Global Networks LLC provides cyber security and network solutions to customers to meet the ever-

changing landscape of cyber intrusion and network stabilization. Alchemy Global Networks LLC seeks to find 

the best solutions for businesses. Businesses appreciate our passion and commitment to understand real-time 

business needs and achievement of goals. As a trusted provider with numerous customers in the public and 

private sectors, Alchemy Global Networks LLC supports nearly 3 million endpoints across the globe. To learn 

more, visit www.agn.tech. 

About Armis 

Armis, the leading asset visibility and security company, provides the industry’s first unified asset intelligence 

platform designed to address the new extended attack surface that connected assets create. Fortune 100 

companies trust our real-time and continuous protection to see with full context all managed, unmanaged 

assets across IT, cloud, IoT devices, medical devices (IoMT), operational technology (OT), industrial control 

systems (ICS), and 5G. Armis provides passive cyber asset management, risk management, and automated 

enforcement. Armis is a privately held company and headquartered in California. To learn more, visit 

www.armis.com. 
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